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Editorial
At the International Olympic Committee (IOC) session in Buenos
Aires, Argentina, 2013, Tokyo was decided to be the host city of the
Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic games (Tokyo 2020 Games).
Prime Minister Abe showed off the charm and beneficial points of
Tokyo, and after that he has conducted the preparation of the
Organizing committee of Tokyo 2020 Games [1].
These activities can contribute not only international peace and
friendship, but also mutual understanding of various cultures and
further promotion of sports development [2].
There are various categories in the Olympics Games, and among
them, athletics is estimated to be the fundamental of sports from the
historical point of view. Among many players who have been
struggling the sports, only very few players can become the
professionals or Olympians. The majority of them become usual sports
enthusiasts, including Masters Athletes who love and enjoy athletics.
The authors have been related with the activities of the Japan
Masters Athletics (JMA) so far [3]. Among them, we have advocated
the importance of leaning the body forward with less muscle tension,
from short to a long distance. The runner should not put power in the
toes, but relax without power.
In other words, the runner does not kick, but push the ground.
These runners’ hint and tips have been shown through lectures, books
and English papers [4]. Currently, we have coached two runners
aiming for the Paralympic Games in Tokyo, and expected their
development one year later from now.
Since several centuries ago, there was “ mailman ”  or “ express
messenger” [5] (Figure 1). They ran very fast and long in order to
deliver the official letter. As a supplement item to this running, they
have used historical sandals worn on the soles [6].
In this article, we will introduce recommended running method and
related historical running supplement item.
Figure 1: Hikyaku (flying feet) from the Japanese traditional print
“Ukiyo-e” (part), 1833, Japan Post Museum. The title of this work
was “Mt. Fuji at dawn” by Hokusai Katsushika (1760-1849). He was
one of the most famous artists and Ukiyo-e painters during Edo era
in Japan.
In Japan, about 150-400 years ago, there was Edo era with long
stable period politically and socially. At that time, there was specialized
mailman. He put an important letter in the box on the shoulder, and
ran a long distance [4]. There was the system of express carriers on a
basis of relays. The mailman was called “Hikyaku” which means Hi
(flying) + Kyaku (feet).
The command was achieved by two men (Figure 1). One man has a
small letter box with an official label on it and another man with a
paper lantern inscribed with official business [4]. The latter person was
also running swiftly along the road and the people would stand aside at
their approach. By this system, the journey from Edo (Tokyo) to Osaka
(570 km) was 96 hours. The time to Kyoto was only 40-60 hours by the
fastest runners [4].
Similar to the shoes nowadays, they had used Ashinaka (half foot)
sandals greatly. It means that Ashi (foot) + Naka (half, center, inside),
and it covered the front half of the sole (Figure 2). Ashinaka has a
thong in the center of the front. This is to fix by pinching between the
first and second fingers. The toes are usually floating or sometimes
touching the ground. The front half of the foot is cushioned to receive
weight on the Anterior Transverse Arch (ATA) [7]. The material is
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made of rice straw, and then it helps to turn the foot inward at this
point when running. In contrast, the heels are in contact with the
ground so as to prevent slippery [8,9].
Figure 2: Ashinaka (half foot) sandals which have been used as
traditional Japanese shoes for long years.
What is the characteristic point? When the first and second foot
toes pinch the thong, the both toes can become dorsiflexion. This
situation suggests that there would be no kick motion or no extension
of the ankle [10]. The body can be preceded by the pushing the entire
sole and heel. Consequently, the center of the gravity is smoothly
moved forward while maintaining the deep forward inclination [11].
A similar movement is found in the carrying foot forward during
“Sumo” wrestling game. Do not keep tension in the toes, but make
pinching the thong. Then, the toes will be slightly floating and be
slightly dorsiflexed.
Besides, similar phenomena would be found in Japanese old martial
arts “Kendo”. If the player kicks with force on the toes of the foot, he
cannot move forward rapidly. If the big toe is relaxed without muscle
tension and slightly floating, the body can be leaned forward and move
quickly.
As a matter of fact, the wisdom of the past becomes a great reference
for modern sports and body movements. For training of moving faster,
Ashinaka have been useful and beneficial. Valuable tips are: i) Do not
kick the toe, ii) Push with the heel, iii) Front half of the sole is slightly
turned inwards, iv) Make the body leaning forward, and v) All these
factors would give each subject better running form [12,13].
In summary, Japan holds the Olympics in 2020 with continuous
various preparations. On the other hand, Japan has a long history and
there are two-axis walking and running methods derived from old
martial arts. Ashinaka (half foot) sandals have been used for years,
which are useful supplement for improving running. Various
developments can be expected in the future.
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